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Polarium’s Generation 6 Battery 
Awarded iF Design Award 2023 
Generation 6 of Polarium´s Product range Battery has 
been awarded the iF Design Award 2023 for outstanding 
design services.  
Since the launch of its Battery product range in 2015, Polarium has maintained a high 
pace of innovation to develop state-of-the art sustainable energy storage and 
optimization solutions built on lithium-ion technology. In 2022, the company launched 
Generation 6 of Battery, which is prepared for whatever the future may hold. The 
Generation 6 of Battery is smarter, stronger and safer than ever before – and due to its 
modular design, the battery can easily be tailored after the customer’s specific needs.  

The Generation 6 of Battery has been awarded the world-renowned design price iF 
Design Award for its outstanding design services in the Product discipline of the 
Industry/Tools category. The iF Design Award was awarded by a 133-member jury, 
consisting of independent experts from all over the world, with its smart aesthetic and 
easily adaptable modular battery technology. 

“We are of course very thankful for this award. It is a great endorsement for our 
dedicated product team. Our product development is driven by innovation and 
dedication to maximize value creation for our customers, and smart design is an 
integral part of that process,” says Stefan Jansson, CEO of Polarium 

The iF Design Award, whose origins date back to 1954, is annually conferred by the iF 
International Forum Design. For the 2023 iF Design Award, almost 11,000 entries were 
submitted from 56 countries in hopes of receiving the seal of quality. 

About Polarium 

Polarium is a leading energy storage developer. We make energy storage and 
optimization solutions built on lithium-ion battery technology for businesses within 
telecom, commercial and industrial facilities across the world. Polarium was founded in 
2015 on the conviction that safe, smart and sustainable energy storage solutions will be 
key to empower the transition to a truly, sustainable energy future. We are an impact 
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business contributing to the sustainable energy transformation by enabling 
renewables, electrification and intermittent power supply.  

Our cutting-edge and easily adaptable modular battery technology enables us to be in 
the forefront of developing state-of-the art sustainable energy storage and 
optimization solutions for today - and tomorrow. Polarium is a fast growing, profitable 
entrepreneurial company headquartered in Stockholm, with production in Mexico, South 
Africa and Vietnam, customers across the world from Ghana to Svalbard and 600+ 
employees. 
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